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the gravity group was founded on april 25, 2007. this year, the first game released under the gravity label was iceborne, for which they changed the name to gravity digital studios. trials is a third-person shooter from the developer who made the first two jet
grind radio games. in trials, the game is divided into three parts. in the course of the game, players will have to drive the vehicle. every single trial, the players will have a chance to earn different amounts of money. crossout has a slightly different

environment. this time, the focus is on the helicopters. players have to reach a certain spot, and it is also to make the perfect shot. the upcoming game will come with new game modes such as races and deathmatch. the new crossout hd will be released in
may 2013. in 2012, hwang in-soo and kim mun'gyu, former co-workers of kim chanjun at gorilla banana, started their own company, named the leader, and published a game named red blood. the game was highly influenced by the original fallout and left 4
dead 2. it's a first person shooter game, which can be controlled by vr controllers. there are four game modes in the game: survival, last man standing, team deathmatch and capture the flag. the trailer of the game is available here: red blood's trailer . red

blood will be released on the oculus rift and playstation vr in september this year. so if you haven't played yet, then be sure to give the game a try. below is a trailer of the game in action: red blood trailer . spam email accounts with fake scam assassin offers
trying to trick unsuspecting internet users into revealing their trojan horse passwords. the main aim of the spam assassin is to alter the email addresses that users have assigned to different email services and change them with a new password. this way the

spam assassin makes it really difficult for users to check their email account - they will get hundreds of notification messages with offers from a fake scamassassin.
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